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St2IMAZT

Spacecraft chargIng Ia low-eltFtu�de polar orbit hew recently become recognixed as �
significant enyironmmnta. interac�ion, �XThe amine conditions needed fer spacecralt charg-
ing at geosynchronoue ori.it are also (und �t ti�e5 in the late-altitude r.iar-auroral
environmnnt. The req..i'e4 co.sdi�i'�ne are high fluxes of enCtgetic electrons. low plasna
densities. snd darkness. The energetic �iectron� are found in very bright n�ise auro-

�raa. Rigima doneities Are occasio�ally low enough in polar regions but, more important-
ly, a large b2lay much as the Shutri� swampa out th� �ubient ionospheric plasma to
produce a cavity in its wa'�a. The ?OL.R charging code has been used with measured
paramotere for energe�1z aurural clectrons �nd plasma densities to evaluat) polar orbit
charging. The �hvttla can be expeccad to char.ge at ti�ss to thou,'ands of volts while
the aetronOut dunn; �kcra*a suler-en*�2',ity--XEVA�cee charge to h,.-dreds of v�tta. The
�uZ.tibody charging problem of �he astrongut in the veke of tho Shuttl',, a more c�smpli-
natad problem, ia being evaluated. LaborLiory test resultd tlb�px.t:ent#� chat
cQn�ira charging end subsequont arc discharge �f EVA equipment material samples. Induced
current and radiated radio�fnt�quoncy slectromageetic -interference (ENI�i.ere
macaural from the arc disc�arges. Such XXI cculd cause potentially dangerous EVA equip-
ment anomalies. Ground tests of subsystems and the complete HVA equipsent system are
needed.�Orbital tests to validate model predictions and understanding of polar orbit
ShuttleCbake charging will be proposed.

INTRODUCTIOt

The advent of manned polar orbit flights from Vandenberg APi increa�as the ispor-
nce of environnental consIderations teLich have not been significant to previona Shu�.t1e

missions. Pseasge over intense �luroras may result in peler-auroral charging and
subsequent arc discharge. Recent measurements on Air Force polar-orbiting meteorological
sacellftes confirm that charging a�ee occur and provIde values for the environmental
parameters contributing to the cha�ging (1). The concern is pricarily for arc-discharge
effects on the existing extravehicular Activity (EVA) equipment and, through the -quip-
aent, fur the astronauts. The auroral radiation responsible for surface charging is too
low in energy to be a direct radiation haxard to tho astronaute or their equipment. The
Shuttla is not considered to be at risk from arc-discharge because it was desigeed to
vithatand direct li4htnl.ag atrikes and has extensive redundancy; e.g.. five computers.
It has previously passed through the fringes of the high geomagnetic latitude areas
during 50 end 57 degree inclination flights from the Kennedy Space Center with no
repotted problems.

An additional factor that has jot been fully evaluated i.s that the Shuttle and the
astronaut a. EVA, who can be considered an independent spacecraft, maka up a system of
electrically isolated epecacraft. They have a vide disparity in aize and are immersed
in ths ionospheric plasna. Our previous exparience in both geosynchronous and polar
orbits has been vith individual isolated apacec:rfr.

Spacecraft charging I. the result of the combinatiozi of several factora; a strong
source of energetic electrons and insuffIcient neutralizing plasma. Darkness is also a
contributIng factor, particularly in lute polar orbits, since photoelectrons resulting
from solar ultraviolet irradiation conuteract charging. Aurorel electrons prnduclng
i�tense airoras can provide an adequate supply of electrons with the requlaits energy.
Experimental nesouresents in the Shuttle payloud bay on STS-3 and 575-4 have shown large
plasma denaity rsductioas in the payleed boy in the Wake orient �tion comp�.red to the
ambient plasma (4 3,. The tost intense auroras normally occur at local mid..ighc hours
Which Invariably are in darkness.

Th, threat to astronauta due to susceptibility of the existing EVA equipment to
el�crrqmagnenIc interfereace (XXI) is diffirult to assess. a are concerned because a
etrong link has prelionsly teen made betijeag istellita chargie; and subsequent arc
dincbezge £4) and o�trational upsets and failuras, even the loss �f a satellite (5), at 5
gtoe7nchronsUC altitudes. Charging can also cause deterioration of spacecraft m�terial5 3
an4 cab enhance contamination due to the daposition of undesirable materials on critical
surfaces Cd).
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Equipment pr..blaus that *iglit be direct hatardt to the astronauts are not the only
reason for investigating the suscxptibility of the EVA equIpment to charging *-A arc-
discharge. Equipment failures to tab-systems such its the communicattona link trould not
be a danger to the astronaut hut mlght cause tenceilation of planned opzrstions. An
example Is the recovery of the Teal Ruby spacecraft that has been announced as being
uader consideration. Revcheduling of such an 4peration woc..a nat on~ly cont millions of
dollars but could result Ink ycarm of delay due to the present Sb'sttla mcfredule pressure.

The uessurements by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AYCL) Space Perticina
Environment Branch of the charging of the Air Force Defense maceozological sate~llte
Prcgram C('kiSP) spacecraft and thi- environmental conditions which contribute to it will be
revieawd. Spacecraft charging computer code easults will be compared with Pbe charging
levels measeured, These codes will then be used to predict the potentials to whicb the
Shuttle and the EVA astronaut will charge if severe charging conditions are encountered.
law laboratory results will be presented that show the fabric matiriala In ipace suits
will charge and produce arc di,%charges when subjected tý elzctrune wit?. the &me energies
as vassured in auroras. Tests are planned to $aveati~ste charging of EVA equipment in a
siouletior chamber and the susceptibility of EVA equipment to arc-discharges.

POLAR-AURORAL SATELLITE ChARCIUC

Charging of polkr-orbiting Air Force IJMSP savollites be% recer,.2y been documanted
(1). Few examples of spacecraft In the ionosphere chariLng 5*e')ud a f-iw volt-C haia
previously appeared In rho literature pertly because of r.~u imai~ttinum of Irstruments
used to detect particles and plasmas. This impasse has beese overcoae with the launch at
the OMEP satellites designated F6 and 17. Each satellite cartirs the J31,L SS314 ealCtrr.s
anod ion analyzer Instrument, which masurens* prscI7ttmevInt elictrout eAJ Lone, anid SSII-.
thermal plasma detector Instrument. A generous geometric 7iccor vro the Ion dutector
allows the applic.3tion of a technique regularly used to Iaentify the 6egree of chargint
for Satellites at geostationary orbit. A large count rate *tie~ld he *nor In an energy
channel centernd near the spacecraft potential because of the szreelateton of cotd
Ionospheric Ions by the spacecraft charged to a zegativt potential.

A Preliminary 3earch of early DM51/16 satellite mansurements sh~wa that such charg-
ing events frequently appear at the ties that intense inverted-V eurcr,l electron
structures are mneasured, as shown in Figure 1 (7). The upper portion shows the mezasure-
macute from two channels of the particle spectrometer hobaiag the graiter than S U*V and
greater then 10 keV auroral electrons. The catellite was traveling from the centlr of
the polar cap to lower latitudes and passed over a strong vrtoral displaiy. Below io
shown the value to which the frame of the spacecraft c1bsrged, ra&c.Ing a mexico. of -462
V In the second peak. It can be seen that the spacecraft charging closely folio"s ,Oe
peaks of energetic aurora! electron fluxes. Tha fact that the spacecraft was charged at
this time was verified using the SS11 thermal plasma probe on the san.e vehicle. The
SSIX data emphasized the important contribution of decreased plasma density In order for
the DM8? to charge to values of hundreds of volts. Modeling studies using the POLAR
code Indicate that dielectric surfaces on the wake ,rids of the vehicle could chargs to
many times this value. '.bese results clearly *deabllsh the existence of polar-aurorAl
spacecraft charging.

COMPUTER CODE MODELING 0F POLAR-AURORAL CHARGING

Comparison of measured and calculated charging

Spacecraft chfrging computer code models developod by the Air Force and WAA have
been used to analyst the charging conditlena which the DM51 encountered (8). The
derivation of the methods used have been. described elseewner and rill only be suzoarized
here (9). The charging codes predict that the DM8? would charaA to -547 V, in close
agroeeont to the -462 V eassened. The ralculation used the xloijaut pirsas paraiuntera
and the auroral charging currents xoasured oa OMSP *t the time the charilng occurred.

Charging of an Individual Spacecraft

The charging codee show thmt charging increases as spacecraft O'se Increasne. The
Shuttle can he expected to charg* even mtore than 81(5?. A prsfftnus study (8) compared
spheres covered uith teflon, a typical spa~cotraft surface material. A Shuttle-9ise4
object will charge to -3545 V en4 as astronaut-oised object to -172 V for am tmbiont Zoo
density of 125 tons/cubic cm and si weaker aurora that that whitch charsed DlISY to -462 V.
Secondary end backscattered electron& reaultimnE from iecident energetic .lectrous are opt
of the fundamental factors controllIAg spacecrisft chergiai;. A change in the aorface*
material, with resultant change In secondary and bathkecattered electroe yields, will
change the potential to which a spacercraft will charge. More retent resul~o (9) uosd the
actual characteristics measured for the Shuttle theermal tile-sattriclis (10).

Charming Calculation Parameters

The values of the energetic auroral and pi~E20 7klua* messure4 by DMS?/f7 ot
49.843a UT on 26 Noy 23 will be uset for the cfargln; caliculations in the rest of this

section The ambient ion plasma density was 125 ieeecubic ca and thi eme;rgetic auroral
electrons were sodeled by a Maxwsallia distribustion witk 10.1 keV charscteristlc energy
ant characteristic demeity of 3.9 etlectronolcubina ca (!ý. POLAk chevgIeg cede calcula-
tion results show that the Shuttle would charge to -3299 Voltri altifisti Laes frameters.
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Chargian of Multiple Spacecraft

Tne charging codes were asea to calculate the charging of the multiple spacecraft
system consi~ting of the Shuttle and the astronaut conducting nearby EVA In the wake of
the Shuttle (9). Figures 2 and 3 show the models of the EVA astronaut and Shuttle urad

in tePOLAR charging code calculations. Figure '. shows the ciabined, multiple grid
modal~f. The contrnst In size is clear. Figure 5 shows the space potnntials for the
combined system. It can be seen that the potential contours show little effect of the
presence of the EVA astronaut at distances equai to several times his size.

12 iuff tmEVA ASTR~ONAUT

UT *N FAINT,~

Ticure 1. Topz Auroral E~ectxon Fluxes Figure 2. EVA astronaut model used In
greater than 5 and Z0 keV. Bottom: charging cod* calculations.
potential Of DXSh.-

amuytne Momt SHtUTTLZ AJKD ASTRONAUJT MODEL.S

NMI
filare 3. Sbattle model uoed In charging Figure 6. Combined multiple grid
coda calculat;ions. model of Shuttle and SVA astronaut.

DLifrerie~ Cliarging of Shuttle snd EVA Astrona..?

= The Ltrrw 'difference cbor~ng' trill be uvr~d in discussing the differenc* i2 povin-
tial between nearby spacecraft. This is to avoid confusion with difforential charging
which traditionally has "een used to doscril-s tha situation whore different surface
elements cus the sane spacecraft 2,* at diffaroot potentials.

The calculation of thin differenace charging a' the SbLttle andA EVA .antron&Ut took
advantage of thelz large disparity of size. For this case it was shown that the distance
Iran zt~c smaller spacecraft at wh'ch the apace potential to domuluted by the lirgor
apacatraft ts related to tte squser root of the p~roduct of their sines. This distance is
s,pptnxiuattely 3 meters for the IVA astronaut jnd the Shuttle (see Figure )

Tht aspaei potential at a locatifin close to the Shuttle. compared to tht location Of
ihe sheath edge where the ambient t.hermal ions are first affected by the Shuttle, will
be approximately equal to the "tittle potential of -3290 V. The. aubiatt Ions involved

a4
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POTENTIAL CONTOURS. VOLTS

Figure 5. Potential contours or Shuttle Figure 6. Time history of charging of

'and EVA astronaut fro's POLAR code astrouaut model surface elemeuts from
cMlcula tion. HASCAP code calculation.

with the 1.ilincing of the energe..ic auroral electron current to the Shuttle will have
acquired an energy due to this when they first !eel the effects due to the presence of
the second spacicraft, the EVA satronsat, who Is also attracting ions to b~1ence the
enargetic auroral electron current.

The smaller 4pacecr^!t can be cunsidered to be immersed in an energetic Ion bean,
rather than moving with orbital velocity in an ambient thermal ion plasma. The ion
collection situation for the EVA astrotaut Is similar to a probe in a monoenergetic ion
beam, where the beam energy is due to the potential of the larger spacecraft. The scale
of Figure 5 does not clearly chow that the Orthofabric (outer surface consisting primar-
ily of Teflon) which cove,,s sioat of the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) is el'aTged to
approxiartely *-4140O V. much greeter than the -172 V wl'ich the astronaut cherged to under
similar conditions when ront net:~ any other object. The difference in potentitl between
the Shuttle and Lhe astronaut is 850 V.

Differential Charging of the EVA Astronaut

The NASCAF charging computer code was jsed to calculate the charging of the detailed
model of the EVA astronaut sho.vn in Figure 2. The timi history of the charging of
the surface element*~ identiiied is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that several of
the elements charge up to within 102 of the final value withinS 0.1 seconds. Other
elenents charge more slowly and still have not. reached their equilibrium value at 8.3
seconja, the time at which this calculation run terxinated. The differential charging
between surface elements of different materials develops more slowly than the absolute
charging. The Eapton and Teflon surface elements of the glove have the largest differ-
o.'si±al charging for the elements shown in this *un. At the end of the run, the Teflon
potentiu.l is only 67% of the Kaptan potential. .he d~fferential charging was within 102
of this in 3 seconds (Tiflon at 77Z of Xapton). These locations are significant since
they are adjacent surface elements of the eatronauL's gloved hand which would ha used to
grasp objects. The details of the potentiel contours around the E~VA astronaut are shown
from the side in Figure 7 and from the front in Fi~ure 8.

EVA ASTRONAUT EVA AbTROXAUT

POTENTAL CONTOUEtS POTENITAL CONTOURS

SlOE VIW VtONT VIEW

Figure 7. Side view of potential Figure 8. front view of poteatial
contours around EVA astronaut from contours around EVA astronaut from

XkSCAP cedn calculation. XASCAP code selculation.



Application to Operational Planning

The recent results of the POLAR and NkSCAP computer code modeling of the Shuttle
and KýA cetraoaut are appli.cable to polAir-crbit EVA In several ways:

a. There Is little difference in charging of this EVA astronaut between & ram
position or a wake position If he is ciose to the Shuttle. A distance of 2 matera was
considered a conservative-value. Consurvativa means that the statoment is unequiv~ral
for distancas of 2 meters or less and probab~y holds f.'ir greater distances, dyiog aeoy
a.j the distance approaches tbo sheath boundary at W-.20 meters.

b. Computer rune Illustrate the short tine periods "'ceded for development of
absolute (EMS frane potential relative to apace potential) end diffisvential (one place

on the a ZH relative to a different place) charging. For the condiitions measured on
DMSP, absolute chArging is within 90Z of ultimate within 0.1 seconds. Diffarontial
charging is within 901 of ultimata within several seconds.

c. Differential charging can te, conearvatively, as much as 101 of ti-e greate~st
value. For this same example, the spacesuit Orthofabric (leflon) 4urface sa at -4140 V
and the Lexan face msek Is at -6151. V. a difference of 2010 V.

LA6OXArOXT TESTS Of SI-ACE SUIT MATERIAL

EMU fabric material provided through AYCL has been tcoted at Jet Pro1"21aior Lab
oratory (JPL) and SRI luternational. The ZHU fabric conoiste of an outer layar .f
Orthofabric, five layers of aluminized Mylar for insulaeiou And a Naopran. coutad. Nylon
r Xp-stop layer.

Spacs Suit Material Tests at Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Samples with areas of 10, :00 and 1000 sq. ca. were inradiated with * 15 oeV
souroenergetic electron beam with current density In the range of 1-5 nelsq. cu, *,n tha
experimental apparatus Qahown In Figure 9. Seve-el Andre of discharge were id'ý4tified
which can intermingle or occur simultaneously:

a. Clow Is asmnciated with stitchint exposed to the charglng source. 2 tarted.
the glow occurs continuallj. It sets, in a way, as a diestpitive miachounis. 1he
existence of glow drscharge does not preterit the occurrence of the oithe- discharle
%odes.

b. Blowoff discharge of the 0rtho~abric outer layer, as illustrated iii Oilre IOA,
14 a discharge to the residlual plaera, equivalent to apace conditions at ori~il.a- alti-
tudas, In the vacuum chamber. The peack current mealured Is not significatLI; -

4
0t~ltmant

on the areas of thin group of samples. Th-e typicaL rise time and pulse widrb' '-to 11 ns
and 25 as. The peak current of 0.2 A neceured with this apparatus was lotVi?1e
compared to values for honogeneonc dielectric materials, suc1A ai Teflon t.0' 1rya, wba.8
peak currento have beta as larg.. as 5C A.

c, Direct discharge of t1he aluminized Mylar (secmrad) layer, under 'bes iwkkoftbric

outer layer, to the grounded metallic sample holder, at illustrated in figure 101. The
Woven structure of the fabric tbllows electrons tr. penetrate through the first layer to
the second. In another tast, a meter connected directly to the condu(.ting aluminized
layer shownd a steady state current of £01 of the Incident beau current. The arc-
flischarge current is proportione'l to the asapla area to the 0.4-0.7 power. A peak pulse
current of 0.5 A for the 100 sq. ca. sample and 2.2 A for the 1000 eq. o2. stample was
2esaurod In t%* conductor which troinds the metallic sample holder. Th, rise timt for a
typical direct diacharge use 2-4. an and the pulse width was 5-10 no, .oticeably leas
than for the blowoff discharge. pulses vith faster rise times are more likely to cause
undeairab~a effects on electronic circuits.

TYPES OF O1S(HARGES

EXPERIMENAL SETUP FOR SPACEsuI moircwMi

~DO4AMIC
T" tAMs

Uri,

A

Figurec 9. Experimental aeppeatns for Vigure 10. Types of spafes-tit sattrisl
spacasuit material teats at SPL. are-dischagcel 4, Direct. g. XlOW4eff.
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Adiroet discharge Iran ths aluulaixed hylar layer ,as easitly distinguished fzom a
blowo~f dLscharge by the difference It the polaityt of thi current pulse and the differ-
sen tv the waveforms. Pre1Diinazy %,AX1YBIB of racio fro4itaoc: (RI) radiation measure-
seats Indicate that tht powir radtaLad ivcorsases with zaapl-ý size.

Tests were mado at room Jremparatur* and with liquid nitroger cooling. The glow
appears brighter at 100 degrees Xal~i-z, cioa2e~. to laborptory arabient temperAture.
Characteristics of the blowoff and *_.*ct disrharges aud the frequonew of ocrurvence of
discharge did not show a temperature dependence.

The resul'o (,cf the*& tests demonstrttte the isz'ortauce of a full-up chanter teat.
Problema abo.-t a ground return for the tet .asuplo measurements will be avoided by using
the complete EVA e~uipment assembly. '-I% intert. tat toesbip, of fabvrics, grounds, and
electronic asseen~lios will have high fidelity. 1toe results can bae xpected to be sore
representative of the expected in-orbit are-discharges that wii! be ancouLterad under
polar-eurorol cl~iszing conditions.

Space Suit Metertal Tes-*a at SIX International

The arrangaeneit ,'hown in Ftgure 11 was used to investigate the behavior of a
Sapcecraft suit elasee' under extreme charging conditions typical of the ShutLle -ftke in
poler orbit. A section of EMU alceve roughly 8-inches long was placid ovkr an ins-siacing
rod between a pair of sheet aluminvn uprights (11). This slmulotee a suit ,Ienent
placed in a charging environment wIth no effort made to electrically bond it to adjacent
coupoateot or to provide internal electrical nonding ol the layers masking up the slc'eve
eleect" lihen the *lectron beast was turned on. sharp twinkles of light indicatinag
electrlical dtochsrges (asl*ogoua t.) the glow observed at JFL) ~verv visually observ#4 on
various parts of the sleeve elvemet, particularly along the stitching linen.. Arc-
diecharree ware also obsez~ved. A tyi..tcal IF electrom.&gnetic si~nal radiatodc by the
discharges is shovn in Figure 12. rha Peak vlcctr!.ý field was 2.5 kV!m. F-6taured
approximately 15 ca from the c',ntur of rbq glass bell jar used for the experiment.
Figure 13 showe discharges on the xlaerv.

% 9n sT oicw-ARCZ Dsq Ts SPACE SliT C1-IARC'VG
L aW0 t -0ý, )rA,,m

2  , A o'DSCM-RG4M; rETll~r fl]E4-
9:-MSUT

9.EtW arxhl

tiaE1TRC

OSCU-16COP

-AI rIME, Mfc SECONDS

Figure 11. ExpertsentL3 apparatus VigurQ 12. Radiated IF !rom EM~U sleeve
for EMU *leave teats at SRI. arc-discharge.

ARCJ*OI¶ 4SEEOENYN

Figure 13. Arc-dipchargea on SHC sleeve element.

A -yliudricel teat sample, made fro* the sane materi.al ead at the gaoes tint as the
saaplu* iteted at JPL was also tested, Diarberga currento of up to 240 A have been gse-
tured. i'c"ts were also made with a metallic u711ijdar inserted In the febric esample to
aliculnre tue f-zrfcc* condattivity of a perspiring aetronsatr. Figure 14 shows the rad-
ictefA AY anS t~ture IS 0hows tbs diecherge current wtevforms for & 3eucesain Of sic-
dizcacrei4. Tthe vacIAb-dit, of successive arc-discharge profilsi. w~th ao change in
operating conditions, ase notable. The fact that aucceamive discbi~rgas un-tar otherwise
identtcal conditions ten v~rF by factor&. of ten or aore I-% rite tint, duration, and
amplitude complicates the pzobles of tescing for their effects,
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VANC R OF CRI .OW CttAM7

Figure 14. Radiated RF waveforms from Figure 15. Dtccharge entrrent wavafort~s
arc-discharges on EMU fabric cylinder from are-discharges on EMU fabric cylinder
with internal metal liner. with Internal metal liner.

i,:nufetore reportT

NASA ,rid the EHU manu trrrpr that eseninatton of EMU components after use
shows tht the aluain zd mylar layers break up Into islands which have Imperfect
e lectrical contos The f ac t th at the aumninzed interior layers are not electri-
tally bodad toetr and to the EMU aetall sc ations any Increase the effects of Lrc€

'5 4

discherxe Ele tro a atl fields with the magnitude and rise times observed are very
effective In producing EMI. Apertures snd other Imperfections in the shielding of
spacecraft SystG2s can result In Indunnd Interference pulses in electronic circuits.

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHAR S TESTING

Electrostatic Discharge Testing

The mechanism by which aze-diseberge irterferes with the operations of electrcalco
to uot wetl understood. Alternatlvea include:

J. Radiated PF electromagnetic Interference. The external RF can result in con-
tinuous wave signals within the equipment that can damage components or cause logic
circuits to change state.

b. Injection of current pulses to external locations on the equipmnet. The eurriat
pulse causes surface zurrents from the point of injection te the 'ground' or return
for the pulse. The pulsed Aurface currents cause puleep to be induced In conductors
within the iquipeent wnich, again$ can damage components or change logic circuit *tates.

As a results there are few widely used methods for teseting the susceptibility of
sparecraft 4ystana and subsystems to the effects of ::harging and are-discharge. Oneestablished metho1 ist a use the frctromtrt1c Discharge test method In section

6.5.2.4.1 of Military &#a~dard (MIL-STO) 1541, Electromagnetic Compatibility Requiresents for Space hontess (12). f e standard calls for scarc-disnhare f at b distance of
30 ch as a test for radiated Interference and p disnharge directly to the test staple ai
a test for current pulse suscepttbilhty. An arc source ncherio laye r amr Figurn 16e c I

.. ggestad in :Ibo HIL-STD. xlthough equivalent circuitry can be used.

Opinions on the vanlidto of the test wary widelyc In piactice the test is often
not perforied to flight pacfcralt hthe manitudf apprehendrio s tibete tete d ill cause

latent damage t•u *III later Iead to spacecraft failure. Most programs that have
recently developer opace systems do not have full-up prvtotype6 available for tootingehe NASAiJPL Voyagir prorru wan an Aeteption (13)o ?erforaetco oi the MIe-STD 1541
currenraft systes canued subiynteu finltres. rce spacecraft was tee n reuxamits.

Thce h nmbher of cwanhi4 cade chich earuinterd thw it t3llurem. peronsace oaf ecnffnred
somn operattonal ud te. during its plinetary renlud voe; but no subayet failures
ocusrred. wPL bsilives thin the eipctrostatic dicanage tcopone contributed slogifl-
cautsy to chaigon statees.

h. Ijecionof crret plsesto xtenal ocaion on he quioent Th curlnpuls casessurfce urrnts romthepoin ofinjetio tcthe groud o re,.r
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FigSre 16. MIL-STD 1541 electrostatic Figure 17. Schaffner NSG-431 Electrostatic
discharge test circuit scheiatic. Discharge Simulator schematic.

Electrostatic Discharge Test Equipment

Implementation of the MIL-STD 1bl schematic In different wayc by different organi-
zations can result in effectively different testb. Furthermore, there is uncertainty in
how dissipation of the stored energy is distributed between radiated IF and the current
pulse. These fectors detract from confidence in test results. Nevertheless, the NIL-
STD 1541 toot represents a test that bao endured the scrutiny of the aerospace testing
Community.

An alternative test apparatus which compliez with the MIL-STO 1541 allowance for
equivalent type of circuity has been used rnr electrostatLc discharge tests by one major
a,:rospare contractor. The Schaffner Model NSC-&31 Electrostatic Discharge Simulator
(.4) was developed to simulate discharges from static electricity accumulated by manu-
facturiug and servicing rersonnol. The sclematic Is shown to Figure 17. The standard
configuration of the simulator output circuit has a 150 ricoFarad capacitor and 150 Ohm
resistor to simulate human body cherActeristics. The variability of olscbarge pulses
measured by SRI with no change In experimental parameters blurs the Importance of
selecting a different revistor-capacitor combination for bench-testing the existing EVA
equipment. Othtr commercially available equipment can be expected to be equivalent to
the Schaffner apparatus.

"Tailoring" of the HIL-STD 1541 Electrostatic Discharge teat for the EVA equipment
was proposed. The charging of tht equipsent will be moleled with cbarging codias to
evaluate th" poteutial to which It charges, the stored energ7 asd likely discharge
points. The MIL-STD 1541 tent wi~l Then be modified to use the potential and stored
energy Oetermined bi the chazging codeL and the current pcluis injected at the likely
discharge points. The usciulness of the tailored test still sorongly depends on the
fidelity with which the teat aiavrates the discharge conditions In the rpxce environment.
Validation of the relationship between the laboratory tests and &re-discharges in
space ie necessary.

SIMULATION CHAMBER AND SPACE STUDIrS OF CHARGING EFFECTS

It is important to carry out a progra. of testing sad stu6y which will investigate
th- imnunity of the eoqipment to orbital charging effects as wel! as the understanding
of the Interaction of the spacecraft produced environment rith th.. 4uroral ,verrutic
particle precipitation. A proposed two part program will ensure the absence at unelpect-
ed anomalies during polar orlital operations of manrad systems (15).

SUMMARY

The evidence indicates that an astronaut carrying out EVA in the Skuttle wake in
polar orbit could have his EVA equipment charge up to significant voltages if an intense
aurors is encountered. Arc discharges are expected to occur, sisilar to those that have
caused system upsets and faLlurea In geosynchronous orbits. Th-e possibility of hazard
to the astronauts must be evaluated quickly, since polar orbit Shuttle Launches will
soon begin at Vandenberg All In California. The EVA equipment musceptitility to arc
discharge geerated ENI must be resolved since EVA may bec's necessary on any Shuttle
flight&, at least on a contingency ba*i4. Furthermore. charging dnd ate discharge must
be considered a potential hazard In the dsvelupmeat of future generation "VA equipment.
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DISCUSSION

D.K.Davies,UK
The radiation induced charges on the EVA astronaut suit seem quite low and smaller
than mlght te expected from contact charging, say, on the palms.
Is (or has it never been) contact charging a problem?

Authcr's Rsply
I have no specific knowledge of contact charging. Recent successful NASA EVA servicing
operations indicate ther6 are no problems in low inclinition orbits that do not en-
counter auroras.

E.Whipple,US
Did the charging calculations of the aitronaut suit take into account Ohe strong
anisotropies in the energetic el,,ctron spectra caused by the shadowing effecte of the
Shuttle vehicle? There will also b3 anisotropies in the electron flux in the upwards
versus the downward direction of atmospheric absorption. These anisotropies should
lead to large differential charging between opposite sides of the astronaut suit.

Author's Reply
The calculations reported did not take into account anisotropy in the electron flux.
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